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ABSTRACT
This work proposes a novel reversible image data hiding (RIDH) conspire over scrambled space. The
information implanting is accomplished through an open key tweak component, in which access to the mystery
encryption key isn't required. The data embedding is achieved through a public key modulation mechanism, in
which access to the secret encryption key is not needed. At the decoder side, a powerful two-class SVM
classifier is designed to distinguish encrypted and non-encrypted image patches, allowing us to jointly decode
the embedded message and the original image signal. Compared with the state-of-the-arts, the proposed
approach provides higher embedding capacity, and is able to perfectly reconstruct the original image as well as
the embedded message. Contrasted and the condition of human expressions, the proposed approach gives
higher installing limit, and can impeccably recreate the first picture and additionally the implanted message.
Broad trial comes about are given to approve the unrivaled execution of our plan. Extensive experimental
results are provided to validate the superior performance of our scheme.
Keywords: Reversible image data hiding (RIDH), signal processing over encrypted domain, feature extraction,
SVM
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nearby temperature, wind speed, and so forth, into

message. The reversibility makes such picture
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III. PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
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therapeutic pictures sharing, law legal sciences and
copyright validation, where high devotion of the
remade cover picture is required.
Hide View
From the above advances, it can be seen that the
message installing is performed without the guide of
a mystery information concealing key. As will be
Figure 1. Image date hiding in the scenario of secure
remote sensing

demonstrated in the Section, abnormal state of
implanting security can at present be ensured, on
account of the assurance offered by the encryption

Data User
This work proposes a novel reversible picture
information concealing (RIDH) plot over encoded
space. The information installing is accomplished
through an open key regulation component, in

key. Likewise, the calculations associated with
message inserting are somewhat little, and all the
square by-piece handling can be promptly made
parallel, accomplishing high-throughput.

which access to the mystery encryption key isn't
required. At the decoder side, a capable two-class
SVM classifier is intended to recognize scrambled
and non-encoded picture patches, enabling us to
together interpret the implanted message and the
first picture flag.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of data hiding over
encrypted domain

Admin
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stock in outsider for additionally handling. For

The schematic diagram of the proposed message
embedding algorithm over encrypted domain is

example, in secure remote detecting, the satellite

depicted in Figure 2. In this work, we do not
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within the image. The steps of performing the

will be scrambled before being sent to an un-put
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. For instance, when n = 3 and

= 010, the corresponding public key is Q2.

basic situations, military and remote detecting,
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